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The fourth book of the million-bestsellingÂ A Shade of VampireÂ series!"A Shadow of Light is by far

the best book in the series yet. I would absolutely recommend this book a thousand times over!"-

Pink Fluffy Hearts Reviews â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…"A Shadow of Light throws you right into the heart

of the Shade of Vampire series."Â -TeenBlurb â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…"A riot among the humans. A

siege at the port. A kingdom on the brink of civil war while still facing the threat of an attack from

outside forces at any moment."Since the implosion at The Oasis and Derek&apos;s stay at Hawk

Headquarters, The Shade has fallen into a state of utter chaos. To make matters worse, the citizens

of Derek&apos;s kingdom have become suspicious of his loyalties and accuse him of siding with the

enemy... At a time when Derek desperately needs full cooperation from his subjects, they wish to

put their own King on trial.Meanwhile, Sofia is being held hostage by the hunters. They are

determined to rid her of her infatuation with the vampire. She submits to the strict routine and

training they impose on her, but the only fuel that keeps her going is the thought of reuniting with

Derek - something Reuben is fighting with every fiber of his being to ensure will never

happen....Until one day, out of the blue, Reuben appears to have a change of heart and comes to

Sofia with a proposal; a solution that she never dreamed possible. A solution that would fulfil her

heart&apos;s deepest desires and secure her and Derek&apos;s future together, forever.But can

she really trust this man who is so renowned for his hatred of vampires? Does she even have a

choice?Scroll up and click the buy button now to find out...Note: Derek Novak and Sofia

Claremont&apos;s story is only aÂ 7 book series. It completes in Book 7:Â A Break of Day, and the

characters embark onÂ entirely newÂ adventuresÂ from Book 8:Â A Shade of Novak.
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Oh my god! Gah, drama! This is what's happening to my head right now....Okay, that was a little

incoherent I understand, bear with me I'm trying to put my head back together and having slightly

better luck than Humpty Dumpty. A Shadow of Light by Bella Forrest is the continuation in the A

Shade of Vampire Series and by far the most information packed book in the series yet. Bella is a

doll and indulges my extreme love for this series with ARC's.That being said, I don't want to give too

much away, but I need to throw out a few small spoilers, so if you're super touchÃ© about them,

skip this review. I promise nothing huge will be revealed, just tiny tidbits, honest.First I absolutely

love how Bella gave us some insight into Ingrid aka Camilla Claremont. I was so excited to see that

we got a few chapters from her point of view as well as Aiden's and even Gregor, Derek's Father.

We finally get to see how Aiden and Camilla met and what their story is. We get to see how and why

Camilla became Ingrid and how this affected the people around her.When all is said and done on

the Camilla front, I've got to say I hate her. She's a heartless bitch.I want to go all Buffy on her ass

and stab her in the throat...*coughs* That got a little serious...Moving on haha.We all known how

sad it was to see Derek leave Sophia in the last book (I tried to reach into the story and strangle

him, but it didn't work).
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